On January 19th we held the Delmar No College Kid Left Behind Project. 75 college students received the Meningococcal vaccine. We partnered with South Texas Family Planning and Health Corporation. They were able to buy the vaccine for a much lower cost than a normal physician or practice. Since they bought it at $88.00 a dose so the $1400.00 grant money provided 15 doses.

We presented a check to the Delmar Board of Regents and to the President Mark Escamilla. They were so grateful and very excited to see the support that was provided by this grant.

The other great news was that the CDC found out about this project and discussed the issue of this vaccine being removed from the Adult Safety Net. They promised me it would be added back on to the ASN before this event. They kept their word. So this is why we were able to provide and extra 60 vaccines.

Thank you so very much for this funding. It helped 15 students to be able to stay in college and be protected against a deadly disease. We at NCMSA are very appreciative of your partnership with us to make this happen.
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